
Basic notions of probability theory:

EXERCISES



Exercise 1



Exercise 1
In an energy production plant there are two pumps: ‘pump P1’ and 
‘pump P2’. Each pump can be in three different states:
‘0’= operating
‘1’= degraded
‘2’= failed
Consider the following events:
A = ‘pump P1’ is degraded
B = both ‘pump P1’ and ‘pump P2‘ are failed
C = ‘pump P2’ is not failed

Questions:
• Which is the sample space Ω of the state of the pumps? Represent

it graphycally?
• Represent events A, B and C
• Find and represent A ∩ C, A U B, (A ∩ C) U B



Exercise 2

𝑃" and 𝑃# are two pumps in parallel sharing a common load. 
Let A denoting the event ‘pump 𝑃" is failed’ and B the event ‘pump 
𝑃# is failed’ with P(A) = 0.040, P(B) = 0.075 and P(A U B) = 0.080 

Questions:
1. What is the probability that both pumps are failed?
2. What is the probability tha pump 𝑃" is also failed given that

pump 𝑃# is failed?
3. What is the probability tha pump 𝑃# is also failed given that

pump 𝑃" is failed?



Exercise 3

A motor operated valve opens and closes intermittently on demand to control the 
coolant level in an industrial process. An auxiliary battery pack is used to provide 
power for approximately the 0.5% of the time when there are plant power 
outages. The demand failure probability of the valve is 3 % 10() when operated 
from the plant power and 9 % 10(+ when operated from the battery pack. You are 
requested to:
• find the demand failure probability assuming that the number of demands is 

independent of the power source. Is the increase due to the battery pack 
operation significant?



Exercise 4
The air pollution in a city is caused mainly by industrial (I) and 
automobile (A) exhausts. In the next 5 years, the chances of 
successfully controlling these two sources of pollution are, 
respectively, 75% and 60%. Assume that if only one of the two 
sources is successfully controlled, the probability of bringing the 
pollution below acceptable level would be 80%.

• What is the probability of successfully controlling air pollution in 
the next 5 years? 

• If, in the next 5 years, the pollution level is not sufficiently 
controlled, what is the probability that is entirely caused by the 
failure to control automobile exhaust?

• If pollution is not controlled, what is the probability that control of 
automobile exhaust was not successful?


